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Abstract
A key question for road traffic noise management is whether prediction of human response to road traffic noise could
be improved by accounting for noise events instead of, or in addition to, energy equivalent or percentile measures of
noise exposure. However, there is a critical prior question: how should noise events in road traffic be measured? Even
at moderate traffic flow rates, detecting and counting noise events caused by road traffic is not a trivial exercise, and
as yet there is no generally accepted noise event detection algorithm. This paper investigates the performance of a
generalized exceedance algorithm for detecting noise events, constructed on the basis of the literature on noise events
caused by road traffic. For this purpose, a microscopic traffic simulation model, coupled to an emission model that
accounts for distributions of sound power levels of individual vehicles, is used to simulate one-hour time histories
of the noise level in the proximity of a roadway, for an exhaustive set of traffic flow/composition and propagation
distance conditions in unshielded locations. The validity and reliability of the number of noise events detected by the
generalized algorithm in these one-hour time histories is then evaluated for a range of algorithm parameter sets. By
discarding parameter sets that do not result in an algorithm that returns valid or reliable counts, and by examining
redundancy in the remaining ones, a small number of representative parameter sets is identified, which may prove
useful in the construction of event-based indicators supplementary to energy-equivalent measures of road traffic noise.
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1. Introduction1
A noise event in the sound from a stream of road traffic is a discrete component of the sound signal that stands out,2
or emerges, from the rest of the signal generated by the traffic stream. It is most often the result of the passage of an3
individual loud vehicle, or succession of vehicles, or even the passage of a not particularly loud vehicle heard against4
a quieter background in situations of low traffic flow. The term noise event has been used extensively across road, rail5
and air transport modes (e.g. [1–5]). Synonyms for noise events, and other related terms describing event concepts,6
are: maxima [6], emergences [7, 8], noise peaks [8], peak or max dB(A) levels [9], or peak noise/sound levels [10–14].7
Also used is the non-acoustic term vehicle passby [15]. In the literature of noise events, reference to peaks in road8
traffic noise signals (as in [13, 16]) are to noise events as described above, not to the peak sound pressure. A related9
concept, but defined instead as an instant of attention focus by an individual on the physical occurrence of a noise10
event, is the concept of notice events [17, 18]. Noise events in traffic noise streams have also been described in inverse,11
using terms such as lulls [19], noise-free intervals or windows [20].12
Noise events in transport noise signals are of interest because of the role they may play in human response to the13
noise, including disturbance to sleep, annoyance, interference with activities, cardiac responses, and effect on children14
in schools. Brown [21] has provided an overview of the scattered, but persistent, evidence regarding the effects of noise15
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events in road traffic streams on human response. The presence of events is postulated to result in effects beyond those16
attributed to the level of road traffic noise exposure itself—the latter measured through conventional indicators such17
as LAeq and LA10. The Environmental Noise Directive [22] notes the potential use of noise events as supplementary18
to the standardized energy-based indicators of noise exposure, though there appears to be limited application of such19
supplementary indicators to date. The WHO [23] suggests that events be measured by a combination of number of20
events and their level, but also noted that as yet there was no generally accepted way to count the number of events.21
For aircraft noise, measurement of noise events from overflights is standardized (e.g. [24]) and counts of events, or22
measures such as SEL, are relatively straightforward because of the time separation between successive overflights.23
However, road traffic can have much shorter vehicle headways, resulting in problematic event detection and counting,24
even at moderate traffic flow rates [25–27]. Apart from their role in potentially explaining human response to certain25
traffic noise conditions, there is also an interest in road traffic noise events as an intermediate step in the estimation26
of energy measures of the whole traffic flow noise signal, or in the estimation of uncertainty measures due to the27
variability of the acoustic sources in time (as in [28]). The latter applications are not considered further in this paper.28
This study applies a rigorous approach to the exploratory definition and measurement of noise events from road29
traffic—something essential given the largely ad-hoc approaches to event measurement in road traffic noise streams to30
date. In Section 2 we compile and categorize different formulations of event-based indicators relevant for road traffic31
noise that have appeared in the literature; formalize a general conceptualization of road traffic noise events based on32
these; systematically extend the set of event indicators to cover all relevant and realistic exceedance dimensions; and33
develop a formal approach to the detection of these events in time histories of road traffic noise. We then examine,34
through a modelling study, the behaviour of this generalized event detection algorithm across acoustic conditions35
generated from a wide range of traffic parameter and propagation distance conditions found near roadways. The36
conditions we utilize are, effectively, the population of acoustic conditions that can exist near roadways where there is37
direct propagation of sound from traffic sources to receivers (that is, excluding only situations with roadside barriers or38
shielding by urban infrastructure). We also examine the limits on the likely repeatability of measurement of different39
noise event measures in practice, and the sensitivity of counts of noise events to the parameters of the event detection40
algorithms that define them. Finally, the wide range of parameter value combinations of the generalized noise event41
detection algorithm, based on exceedance, is narrowed to a smaller, hence more manageable in future work, valid,42
reliable set.43
The research methodology of the modelling study is outlined in Section 3, and the results are analyzed in Section 444
and Section 5. The intent of this paper is to rigorously and comprehensively report counts of noise events arising from45
different possible algorithm definitions for detecting noise events in road traffic, the interrelationships between these46
alternatives, and any practical limitations on their use. Our focus is on alternative ways in which noise events in47
road traffic noise might be measured, and on the sensitivity of the number of noise events to different traffic and48
distance conditions for the different formulations of a noise event. Increasing the rigour and the understanding of the49
occurrence and measurement of road traffic noise events in this way is a prerequisite to future studies that may seek50
to develop relationships between the level and number of noise events in road traffic streams, and human responses to51
events in terms of annoyance and sleep disturbance—and to attempts to limit or manage exposure to events.52
2. Noise events53
Estimation of noise event metrics in the sound level signal caused by traffic noise requires a two-step procedure.54
Firstly, individual events in the time history of the traffic noise signal have to be identified using a detection algorithm55
based on a set of criteria, for example the instantaneous sound level exceeding a predefined threshold. Secondly, once56
individual events are identified, summary indicators can be calculated, such as the total number or total duration of all57
noise events over the period of interest. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 focus on the first stage of identifying noise events based58
on detection algorithms used in literature over the past decades. These are reviewed, and a generalized noise event59
detection algorithm is proposed. With events detected by a specific algorithm, noise event metrics for the period of60
interest can then be calculated. Section 2.3 summarizes different noise event metrics that have been proposed in the61
same body of literature—though in this paper, the focus is primarily on the number of noise events.62
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2.1. Noise event detection in literature63
A wide range of algorithms, protocols, or criteria, have been reported in the literature for identifying noise events64
within a time series of A-weighted sound levels—usually from road, rail or aircraft sources. These algorithms have65
been built into noise measurement equipment systems (e.g. [29]), used in experimentation or field studies (e.g. [30]),66
or sometimes just postulated as possible approaches to event detection. To date, there is no agreement regarding67
the appropriate algorithm for event detection in road traffic noise streams. This study makes no a priori assumptions68
regarding identification of a noise event. Although noise event detection algorithms have typically been constructed ad69
hoc, a general commonality among algorithms is that they utilize exceedance of some threshold of the instantaneous70
sound level of the traffic noise signal. Three main categories of algorithms can be identified, which differ in how this71
threshold is constructed.72
In the first category of algorithms, the threshold for noise event detection is set to a predefined, fixed, value. Typical73
values for this threshold range from 45 dB(A) for identifying events in indoor situations with closed windows [31] to74
80 dB(A) for detecting events in outdoor situations [8, 32]. Some authors [1, 30, 33] have adopted variable thresholds,75
even within the same study, depending on vehicle flow rates (higher thresholds being used with higher flow rates).76
In the second category of algorithms, events are detected when the instantaneous sound level emerges by a specified77
amount above a predefined background level [26, 34, 35]. The first category of algorithms can be seen as a subset78
of the second category, in which the emergence is set to zero. In the third category, events are detected when the79
instantaneous sound level emerges by a specified amount, typically 3 to 15 dB(A), above another conventional traffic80
noise indicator, such as LAeq [36, 37], LA50 [7, 38] or LA90 [25, 39], this way used as an adaptive threshold.81
In their suggested event algorithms, most authors have implemented additional decision rules as to whether to82
retain or reject exceedances above the threshold as noise events. A first criterion commonly encountered is based on83
the duration of the exceedance. For example, events may have to last for at least 2 to 3 s, before they are counted [1,84
25, 33, 38]. In [31], a much longer minimum event duration of 30 s is used, but their detection algorithm is mainly85
directed towards air and railway traffic noise events. In [29] and [25], in addition, a maximum duration is set on the86
length of an event. Another criterion is based on the time between events. A minimum time gap between noise events87
can be set to implement an elementary hysteresis effect into the detection algorithm [25, 29, 39]. This overcomes88
the problem of multiple event registrations of a single event with irregular rise or decay pattern, and it responds to89
the (untested) notion that multiple events in short sequence are likely to be perceived as a single event, or that the90
disturbances caused by multiple events might be experienced as one disturbance.91
Table 1 summarizes the parameters for a number of transportation noise event detection algorithms found in92
literature. This table is not meant to be comprehensive, but gives an idea of the ranges of parameters that have been93
used in literature, and this has guided the research methodology that will be presented in Section 3 below. For each94
reference, Table 1 indicates the type of noise source that the algorithm has been designed for, and the situation in95
which it has been applied (noise events detected indoor or outdoor). Typically, the instantaneous A-weighted sound96
level envelope of the noise signal is used as the time series, but various time weighting (S/F) and sampling rates can97
be found (see [27]). Often not all details were reported as to the basis on which noise events were detected. Note that98
here, only detection algorithms that are based solely on (the time history of) the sound signal are discussed. There are99
other approaches, such as those in which event time periods are set a priori based on data from an external database,100
e.g. for airplane overflights, those in which there is human intervention in selecting events, or those that apply more101
general pattern recognition techniques to identify outliers (e.g. [40]). These approaches are outside the scope of this102
work.103
2.2. A generalized noise event detection algorithm104
Based on the overview of the literature in Section 2.1, a generalized noise event detection algorithm based on105
exceedance is proposed. The approach is illustrated in Figure 1, in which an example of a sound level time history106
LA(t) is shown. The onset of the ith noise event at time t1,i is detected when the instantaneous level exceeds a threshold107
Lα. This threshold itself consists of a background level Lβ and an emergence E,108
Lα = Lβ + E (1)
and may vary in time (e.g. when the background level Lβ is set to an adaptive value such as LA50, calculated over a109
limited period of time). The end t2,i of the noise event is reached when the sound level drops below the threshold Lω.110
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Table 1: Various noise event detection algorithms for transportation noise found in literature (Lβ = threshold level; E = emergence; τe = event
duration; τg = time between events).
Reference Source type Application Envelope Lβ E τe τg
Ribeiro et al. [41] road/rail/air outdoor LAeq,1s 55 dB(A) 0 dB(A) − −
Murray [29] road outdoor LAF @ 250 ms 65 dB(A) 0 dB(A) ≤25 s ≥3 s
Fidell et al. [33] air indoor LAF @ 500 ms site-specific 0 dB(A) ≥2 s −
Sato et al. [42] road outdoor not specified 75 dB(A) 0 dB(A) − −
Lambert et al. [32] rail outdoor not specified 70/80 dB(A) 0 dB(A) − −
Hall et al. [31] road/rail/air indoor LAS @ 1 s 45/50/55/60/65 dB(A) 0 dB(A) ≥30 s −
Taylor et al. [30] road/air outdoor not specified 55/60/65/70/75 dB(A) 0 dB(A) − −
Can et al. [8] road outdoor LAeq,1s 75/80 dB(A) 0 dB(A) − −
Fidell et al. [1] air indoor/outdoor LAF @ 1 s 50/60/70 dB(A) 0 dB(A) ≥2 s −
Müller et al. [34] air indoor/outdoor LAS @ 125 ms not specified 4 dB(A) − −
Mietlicki et al. [35] road outdoor not specified not specified 10 dB(A) − −
Griefahn et al. [26] road/rail indoor not specified not specified 10 dB(A) − −
Wunderli et al. [36] road/rail/air outdoor LAeq,1s LAeq,T 3 dB(A) − −
Campbell and Isles [37] road outdoor LAeq,250ms LAeq 15 dB(A) − −
De Coensel and Botteldooren [38] road/rail/air outdoor LAS @ 1 s LA50,30s 3 dB(A) ≥3 s −
Beaumont and Semidor [7] road/rail outdoor LAeq,30s LA50,10min 5/10/15 dB(A) − −
Aasvang et al. [25] road/rail indoor/outdoor LAF @ 1 s LA90,5min 10 dB(A) ≥2 s, ≤40 s ≥5 s
Tulen et al. [39] road indoor LAeq,1s LA90,10min 10 dB(A) − ≥15 s
Other characteristics of the ith noise event are its duration τe,i = t2,i − t1,i, the time gap (or noise free interval) since111
the previous noise event τg,i = t1,i − t2,i−1, the maximum sound level LAmax,i, the time tmax,i when this maximum sound112
level within the event is reached, and its event sound exposure level113






These additional characteristics can be used to retain/reject particular events. Table 1 shows the values for the param-114
eters Lβ and E, and the ranges for the parameters τe and τg used in the references.115
2.3. Summary metrics based on detected noise events116
Once individual noise events are detected, summary indicators can be calculated over a given period of interest.117
Table 2 gives an overview of some summary metrics that others have proposed (again, this list is not meant to be118
exhaustive). According to Marks et al. [43], summary metrics can be categorized into those that characterize the119
microstructure or the macrostructure of the sound signal time history. The former characterize the properties of120
individual events whereas the latter characterize the succession of noise events. These categories are separated in121
Table 2 by a horizontal line. In practice, for road traffic noise, both categories depend on quite different physical122
drivers. The acoustical microstructure of noise events depends mainly on vehicle type and source strength of the123
vehicles on the roadway, on the speed at which they are travelling, and on the distance from the roadway sources to124
the receiver. By contrast, the acoustical macrostructure depends mainly on the volume of traffic on the roadway.125
By far the most commonly used macroscopic metric is simply the number N (also noted as NNE) of noise events126
over a period of interest with duration T . This number can be normalized to a particular time unit, such as the number127
of events per hour, and can be counted in bins according to the maximum level of the noise event. Referring to the128
notion of the threshold that is used to detect noise events, this metric is also sometimes called the “number above129
threshold” NA. A second metric is the total (cumulative) duration Te of noise events, sometimes called “time above130
threshold” T A. A related metric is the mask index MI, defined as the fraction of time that noise events are detected [8].131
In contrast, one may also consider the noise free intervals as the relevant metric (see e.g. Roberts et al. [19]), and define132
the total and average duration of noise free intervals (or the “time below threshold” T B).133
Examples of microscopic metrics are the average and worst case maximum level of noise events, the average rise134
time of noise events, or the total sound exposure level of noise events, defined in Table 2. Two additional metrics135




























Figure 1: Parameters of the generalized sound event detection algorithm.
event-based sound energy to the total sound energy in the traffic noise signal. The possibility of calculating energy-137
equivalent sound level metrics on only that part of the sound signal above some threshold has been suggested several138
times in the past [18, 45]. The unexpectancy is defined as a linear combination of the variance of the maximum139
levels of the sequence of events and the variance of the temporal gap between successive events, with a and b being140
constants (no values are given in [44]). The rationale behind this metric is the hypothesis that when events are regular141
in succession, such as with trains passing by, they are much more predictable, whereas for irregular events such as142
originating from air or road traffic, they are not expected.143
In this paper, only the macrostructure summary metric, number of noise events, will be considered.144
3. Methodology145
The overall methodology involves testing how different formulations of event detection perform across the popu-146
lation of acoustic conditions that exist near roadways. A modelling approach was adopted as this provides the ability147
to test the generalized algorithm against time histories of traffic noise generated for all likely situations. In these,148
traffic flow variables, and the propagation distance from roadway to receiver, covered a full range of realistic values,149
and these could be varied independently—something that would be largely impractical using data gathered in field150
measurement studies. The modelling study follows a two-stage approach. Firstly, the time history of instantaneous151
sound level is simulated for a large set of road traffic noise exposure scenarios (Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). Secondly,152
an extensive set of alternative parameter values of the generalized exceedance algorithm (Section 3.4) is utilized to153
detect and count noise events in these time histories. Analysis focuses on the repeatability of the counts of events154
when using different parameter values in the exceedance algorithm, and on examining, and reducing, redundancy in155
the results obtained from the many alternative formulations of event detection.156
3.1. Simulation of instantaneous sound level157
The instantaneous sound level in free field caused by road traffic is simulated using the road traffic noise pattern158
simulation model described in De Coensel et al. [46]. This model, called Noysim2, combines a microscopic simulation159
of road traffic with an instantaneous vehicle noise emission and a point-to-point sound propagation model. Aimsun, a160
commercially available microscopic road traffic simulation model (distributed by TSS Transport Simulation Systems),161
is used to simulate the traffic. In particular, given a road network, vehicle fleet properties and aggregated traffic demand162
data, the movement of individual vehicles is simulated, and the instantaneous position, speed and acceleration of each163
vehicle at each timestep during a predefined simulation period is provided.164
Subsequently, the instantaneous emission of all sources is calculated using a noise emission model that includes165
distributions of vehicle sound power levels [46]. This model is based on the Imagine road traffic noise emission166
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Table 2: Overview of macrostructure and microstructure summary metrics of noise events.
Description Formula
Total number of noise events N




Average duration of noise events Te =
Te
N
Mask index [8] MI =
Te
T




Average duration of noise free intervals Tg =
Tg
N









































model [47], to which a per-vehicle correction is added that accounts for the distribution in sound power emitted167
by individual vehicles within different categories. Correction distributions were constructed based on a large set168
of roadside measurements [48]. Using individualized vehicle emission laws, this road traffic noise emission model169
accounts for the influence of vehicles that are producing more/less noise than the average vehicle.170
Finally, the output of the Noysim2 road traffic noise simulation model consists of the time history of the instanta-171
neous sound level at the location of the receiver, calculated in 1/3-octave bands using the ISO 9613 sound propagation172
model [49]. As only broadband road traffic noise exposure is considered in this work, all sources have a similar emis-173
sion spectrum. Spectral aspects are therefore neglected in first order, and only the A-weighted instantaneous sound174
level at the receiver is considered. Psychoacoustic effects such as frequency masking, and the differential effect on the175
frequency spectrum of transmission of the road traffic noise signals through building envelope components, are thus176
outside the scope of this work. More details about the Noysim2 model and its operation can be found in De Coensel177
et al. [46].178
3.2. Noise exposure scenarios179
The modelling is based on a receiver adjacent to a straight dual-lane roadway carrying uninterrupted traffic. This180
is a setting encountered in rural areas, but also in urban areas away from intersections or signal controls. A wide range181
of road traffic noise exposure scenarios were modelled, even for this simple geometry, by varying traffic flow variables182
and the distance between the receiver and the road. Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the setting, together with183
the values used in the construction of the scenarios.184
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5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 vehicles/h
0, 10, 20, 50, 100 %
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the simulated setting, together with variable value ranges.
By using a broad range for each of the variables, the idea is that the modelled scenarios include the population185
of noise conditions that could occur, in reality, along a single road link. An exhaustive set of scenarios is created186
by varying the speed limit (60 km/h or 100 km/h), the traffic demand (from 5 to 5000 vehicles/h), the percentage187
of heavy vehicles (from 0 % to 100 %), and the distance to the road (from 7.5 m to 120 m), as shown in Figure 2.188
The total number of unique scenarios thus equals 2 × 10 × 5 × 5 = 500. This simplified geometry is adequate for189
the purpose of this study, but more complex road network configurations could be modelled by the same system,190
where multiple roadway links, roadway intersections, and signalized controls on traffic could be introduced. The191
analysis is restricted to uninterrupted flow road traffic streams, in contrast to situations where traffic is congested or192
is known to be controlled by traffic signals or other devices (as in [8]). A rigorous investigation into the influence193
of different parameter values of the generalized algorithm for the detection of noise events from freely flowing road194
traffic streams is a prerequisite to any later application to interrupted traffic flow conditions. Note that the modelled195
settings also consider only unobstructed propagation, excluding situations with roadside barriers or shielding by urban196
infrastructure. We could have included the latter in our modelling, but as their effect is to reduce the emergence of197
peaks of passing vehicles above roadway background levels at receivers, obstructed propagation scenarios would not198
add unique dimensions to the population of noise scenarios that were modelled in this study.199
The duration of each simulation was set at 1 h, with a timestep of 125 ms. The selected timestep allows for a200
good temporal resolution of the simulations, and equals the shortest sample interval found in the literature overview201
in Section 2.1. The choice of simulation duration was chosen as a compromise between simulation variability and202
real-life measurement pragmatics. On the one hand, variability between simulation runs can be expected due to the203
stochastic nature of the simulation model, and this variability is reduced by increasing the simulation duration. On204
the other hand, eventual field measurements based on the generalized event detection algorithm being examined, or205
potential future application of number of noise events as a noise limit, require that the measurement duration is kept206
within practical limits, and a 1 h period for these seems appropriate. The actual 1 h simulation runs included an207
additional warm-up period of 5 minutes. Vehicles are loaded onto the network at the entry of the road, randomly208
distributed in time according to a negative exponential distribution.209
The simulation for each unique scenario was repeated 30 times, resulting in a total of 15,000 simulation runs (30210
× 500) of 1 h time histories of road traffic noise levels near the roadway.211
3.3. Building attenuation and background level212
In general, standards and criteria for road, rail and air traffic noise are specified as limit levels outside of buildings213
(either free field, or as incident on or near the external façade). Most of these limits originated from exposure-effect214
studies in which exposure was measured outside of dwellings, and people’s annoyance, or some other effect, assessed215
whilst inside the dwelling. All predictions, mapping of exposure, assessment and (most) management of transportation216
noise is thus performed using outside noise levels, but with the outside noise level limits set to manage indoor human217
response.218
There is a major difference in the consideration of noise events: most laboratory or field studies of sleep distur-219
bance have used noise stimuli specified in terms of levels at the sleeper’s ear—that is indoor levels. Thus any future220
limit criteria for noise events is appropriately based on indoor levels. For this study, in order to relate the simu-221
lated outdoor noise level time histories to noise exposure limits for sleep disturbance based on indoor levels, outdoor222
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time histories have to be modified by the attenuation provided by building façades (obviously façade attenuation is223
frequency dependent, but for present purposes a consideration of A-weighted attenuations is sufficient). Outside-to-224
inside attenuation of dwellings is critically dependent on the state of closure of windows in the sleeping room and, if225
closed, window size and sound reduction of the window. Furthermore, human behavior with respect to window oper-226
ations significantly alters the level of attenuation, and there is likely a different behavior between summer and winter,227
tropical and temperate climates, air-conditioned or heated premises etc. There are divergent estimates of the effect228
of the building envelope and of the state of window closure on the outdoor/indoor difference in levels of noise event229
maxima. Marks et al. [43], assuming tilted windows, applied a 15 dB(A) attenuation to outdoor free-field measured230
noise levels they presented to sleepers indoors. Measurements by Aasvang et al. [25] showed mean attenuation values231
of 26 dB(A) for closed windows, and 11 to 24 dB(A) for open windows. Müller et al. [34] found median attenuation232
values of 14, 18 and 28 dB(A) for open, tilted and closed windows respectively. The Night Noise Guidelines for233
Europe [23] adopts an average insulation value of 21 dB(A) for outside to inside attenuation, noting that a large part234
of the population in Europe sleeps with windows slightly open.235
In addition to estimating the time history of road traffic noise indoors by accounting for the building envelope236
attenuation, there is a need for additional consideration of the background levels experienced indoors, i.e. the levels237
against which noise events from passing vehicles emerge. In urban areas, the outdoor background signal is likely to238
originate from traffic on the road network at most hours of the day, except during the late night/very early morning239
hours of low urban traffic flow. At those times, the background signal may be from insects or other natural sounds, as240
would be the case in lower trafficked urban or rural areas. By contrast, the indoor background signal may additionally241
be set by internally generated sources within the building, such as refrigerators, clocks, ventilator fans or similar. Both242
building envelope attenuation and background level have an effect on the emergence of noise events, and consequently,243
the outcome of any algorithm that counts noise events based on their emergence from the background.244
In order to address the application of noise event detection algorithms to assess indoor human response to noise, the245
parameter study performed in this work is based on the indoor sound. For the purposes of this study, this is illustrated246
by considering just two conditions for building envelope attenuations: fully open and fully closed windows. Using247
the mixed evidence described above, an outside to inside attenuation of 5 dB(A) is applied for the windows open248
condition. For the closed windows, a building insulation of 25 dB(A) is used. Additionally, to simulate the indoor249
time history, an internally generated level of 35 dB(A) is added to the simulated road traffic time history experienced250
indoors. It can be foreshadowed that this internally generated level of 35 dB(A) only affects those scenarios which251
generate relatively low noise exposures, i.e. those with low traffic volumes or at relatively large distance from the road,252
and for all closed window conditions.253
We thus base this examination of the performance of the generalized noise event detection algorithm for differ-254
ent parameter values on building-attenuated time histories of road traffic noise signals as they would be experienced255
indoors. We do note, however, that for longer-term practical application within the current paradigm of noise manage-256
ment based on outside levels, the specific limits on indoor noise event levels (e.g. for sleep protection), would require257
translation to an equivalent outdoor event limit.258
3.4. Noise event detection algorithm parameter ranges259
For each of the simulated scenarios, and for both building envelope conditions considered, noise event counts260
are generated using the generalized noise event detection algorithm outlined in Section 2.2, by varying two main261
parameters of the algorithm: the detection threshold Lα and the minimum time gap τg between events. For the262
detection threshold, both the fixed and adaptive case is considered. Fixed thresholds vary from 45 to 75 dB(A) in263
steps of 5 dB(A) (in a pilot study, also higher limits of 80, 85 and 90 dB(A) were considered, but such high thresholds264
did not lead to results that were repeatable and/or sensitive to changes in traffic parameter or distance conditions).265
The adaptive thresholds considered apply LAeq, LA50 or LA90 as background level Lβ, and 3, 5, 10 and 15 dB(A) as266
minimum emergences E above Lβ. In this study, the adaptive thresholds LAeq, LA50 and LA90 are calculated over267
the full 1 h simulation duration; in continuous measurement applications, one could consider to use a moving time268
window. Four alternatives were used for the minimum time gap between events: 3, 5, 10 or 30 s. No lower limit was269
set on the duration of events since the simulated sound level time histories only contain road traffic noise, and there270
was no need to filter out occasional spikes of non-traffic flow related events such as door slams. This resulted in 76271
different parameter sets (19 combinations of Lβ and E, with 4 values of minimum time gap for each). Note that this272
selection covers to some extent the redundancy in using emergence criteria in association with fixed threshold criteria;273
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Table 3: Naming convention for the 76 different parameter sets of the generalized noise event detection algorithm used in the modelling.
Threshold Lα [dB(A)] Minimum time gap between noise events
τg = 3 s 5 s 10 s 30 s
Fixed 45 T45E00G03 T45E00G05 T45E00G10 T45E00G30
50 T50E00G03 T50E00G05 T50E00G10 T50E00G30
55 T55E00G03 T55E00G05 T55E00G10 T55E00G30
60 T60E00G03 T60E00G05 T60E00G10 T60E00G30
65 T65E00G03 T65E00G05 T65E00G10 T65E00G30
70 T70E00G03 T70E00G05 T70E00G10 T70E00G30
75 T75E00G03 T75E00G05 T75E00G10 T75E00G30
Adaptive LAeq + 3 LEQE03G03 LEQE03G05 LEQE03G10 LEQE03G30
LAeq + 5 LEQE05G03 LEQE05G05 LEQE05G10 LEQE05G30
LAeq + 10 LEQE10G03 LEQE10G05 LEQE10G10 LEQE10G30
LAeq + 15 LEQE15G03 LEQE15G05 LEQE15G10 LEQE15G30
LA50 + 3 L50E03G03 L50E03G05 L50E03G10 L50E03G30
LA50 + 5 L50E05G03 L50E05G05 L50E05G10 L50E05G30
LA50 + 10 L50E10G03 L50E10G05 L50E10G10 L50E10G30
LA50 + 15 L50E15G03 L50E15G05 L50E15G10 L50E15G30
LA90 + 3 L90E03G03 L90E03G05 L90E03G10 L90E03G30
LA90 + 5 L90E05G03 L90E05G05 L90E05G10 L90E05G30
LA90 + 10 L90E10G03 L90E10G05 L90E10G10 L90E10G30
LA90 + 15 L90E15G03 L90E15G05 L90E15G10 L90E15G30
e.g. an emergence of E = 5 dB(A) above Lβ = 45 dB(A) is identical to an emergence of E = 0 dB(A) above Lβ =274
50 dB(A).275
Table 3 shows the naming convention adopted for the parameter sets of the generalized event detection algorithm276
utilized; for convenience, the number of noise events obtained through application of the generalized algorithm with277
a particular parameter set is identified below by the same label as the parameter set itself. For example, the label278
LEQE10G03 denotes the outcome (i.e. the number of events) of the algorithm that detects the occurrence of noise279
events that emerge at least 10 dB(A) above LAeq, with a minimum time gap of 3 s between successive noise events. To280
clarify that the algorithm is applied to the sound level simulated indoors with fully open or closed windows, the suffix281
’OP’ or ’CL’ is added to the variable name.282
Figure 3 provides illustrations of the application of the complete sound level simulation and event detection283
methodology, for one of the 30 instances simulated for one of the 500 available scenarios. The generalized event284
detection algorithm is illustrated with two parameter sets, each applied to both the window open and closed situa-285
tions (i.e. T60E00G03OP and T60E00G03CL; LEQE05G03OP and LEQE05G03CL). The outdoor sound level time286
history is shown in a solid green line, whereas the indoor sound level time history is shown in a solid blue line, for287
both open and closed windows (only the first 10 minutes of the simulation are shown). The figure illustrates the288
detection of noise events, as vertical red bars, through two different detection algorithm settings, one with a fixed289
threshold at 60 dB(A) (detecting 1 or 0 noise events for open and closed window conditions respectively), the other290
with an adaptive threshold at LAeq + 5 dB(A) (detecting 4 or 1 noise events for open and closed window conditions291
respectively).292
4. Basic performance of the generalized algorithm293
4.1. Validity294
Selection of appropriate parameter values for the road traffic noise event detection algorithm from the large set of295
alternatives considered in this work will eventually have to be assessed through human effects research—that is, by296
examining if and how different noise event measures correlate with human outcomes (sleep disturbance, annoyance297
etc.). However, there are also a priori criteria that any event detection algorithm must meet, in terms of validity (is298
the number of events detected reasonable, and does the algorithm differentiate well between different conditions?)299
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(a) = 60 dB(A), open windowLα
(c) = + 5 dB(A), open windowL Lα Aeq
(b) = 60 dB(A), closed windowLα
(d) = + 5 dB(A), closed windowL Lα Aeq
Figure 3: Simulated time history of the outdoor sound level (free-field, solid green line) at a distance of 30 m from a two-lane road with a speed
limit of 60 km/h, and a traffic volume of 50 vehicles/h, of which 20 % heavy vehicles. The indoor sound level time history is shown in a solid blue
line, for open windows on panels (a) and (c), for closed windows on panels (b) and (d). The detection of noise events within the indoor sound level
time history is illustrated using two algorithm settings, on panels (a) and (b) with Lα set to 60 dB(A) (short dashed line), and on panels (c) and (d)
with Lα set to LAeq + 5 dB(A) (long dashed line represents LAeq). In both algorithm settings, the minimum time gap between events is set to 3 s.
Detected noise events are tagged using a vertical red bar, for the duration of the event.
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Table 4: Mean of the number of noise events per hour detected by the generalized algorithm, averaged over the 500 scenarios, for each parameter
set considered. The numbers in parentheses show the standard deviation of the number of noise events per hour detected in the 30 simulation
replications of each scenario, again averaged across the 500 scenarios. The cells shaded in red indicate parameter sets that may not result in the
detection of a sufficient number of events and therefore show low validity (see Section 4.1); the cells shaded in blue indicate parameter sets that
result in low reliability (see Section 4.2).
Threshold Lα [dB(A)] Open window Closed window
τg = 3 s 5 s 10 s 30 s τg = 3 s 5 s 10 s 30 s
Fixed 45 15.7 (2.8) 15.3 (2.7) 13.9 (2.4) 9.3 (1.8) 43.1 (4.9) 34.0 (4.1) 22.6 (3.3) 10.3 (2.2)
50 22.5 (3.6) 21.1 (3.4) 17.8 (2.8) 10.6 (1.9) 37.1 (4.4) 28.4 (3.8) 18.4 (2.9) 8.4 (2.0)
55 31.1 (4.4) 27.7 (4.0) 21.2 (3.3) 11.2 (2.1) 24.0 (3.5) 18.8 (3.1) 12.6 (2.5) 6.0 (1.8)
60 39.9 (4.6) 33.1 (4.1) 23.3 (3.4) 11.1 (2.2) 10.3 (2.5) 8.7 (2.2) 6.4 (1.9) 3.5 (1.4)
65 43.0 (4.9) 33.8 (4.1) 22.4 (3.3) 10.2 (2.2) 2.5 (1.4) 2.3 (1.3) 2.1 (1.1) 1.5 (0.9)
70 36.9 (4.4) 28.3 (3.8) 18.3 (3.0) 8.3 (2.0) 0.5 (0.7) 0.5 (0.6) 0.5 (0.6) 0.4 (0.6)
75 24.0 (3.5) 18.8 (3.1) 12.6 (2.5) 6.0 (1.8) 0.1 (0.3) 0.1 (0.3) 0.1 (0.3) 0.1 (0.3)
Adaptive LAeq + 3 60.6 (9.4) 54.2 (7.8) 42.8 (5.8) 22.5 (3.7) 54.0 (8.5) 48.0 (6.9) 37.4 (5.0) 19.1 (3.2)
LAeq + 5 42.1 (8.2) 39.2 (7.1) 33.5 (5.5) 20.6 (3.5) 35.3 (7.1) 32.7 (6.1) 27.7 (4.6) 16.5 (2.9)
LAeq + 10 14.8 (4.3) 14.5 (4.2) 13.8 (3.8) 11.5 (2.9) 10.4 (3.3) 10.2 (3.2) 9.7 (2.9) 8.0 (2.2)
LAeq + 15 4.8 (2.1) 4.8 (2.1) 4.7 (2.0) 4.4 (1.8) 2.7 (1.4) 2.7 (1.4) 2.6 (1.4) 2.5 (1.3)
LA50 + 3 76.9 (6.1) 63.0 (5.2) 43.2 (4.2) 19.0 (2.6) 71.8 (5.6) 58.4 (4.8) 39.6 (3.9) 17.6 (2.5)
LA50 + 5 65.5 (5.6) 56.1 (5.0) 41.1 (4.1) 19.7 (2.6) 56.6 (5.0) 48.0 (4.5) 34.5 (3.7) 16.2 (2.5)
LA50 + 10 37.1 (4.1) 34.4 (3.9) 28.9 (3.4) 17.2 (2.5) 24.9 (3.4) 22.9 (3.2) 19.1 (2.9) 11.3 (2.2)
LA50 + 15 20.1 (2.8) 19.3 (2.7) 17.4 (2.6) 12.3 (2.1) 9.1 (2.1) 8.8 (2.0) 8.0 (2.0) 6.0 (1.7)
LA90 + 3 53.4 (7.4) 40.6 (5.9) 25.4 (4.0) 10.2 (2.0) 65.0 (6.5) 50.4 (5.3) 32.9 (3.9) 14.2 (2.4)
LA90 + 5 65.2 (8.1) 50.5 (6.6) 32.9 (4.6) 14.2 (2.4) 66.4 (6.3) 51.4 (5.2) 33.3 (4.0) 14.7 (2.4)
LA90 + 10 60.8 (6.9) 50.9 (6.0) 36.0 (4.7) 17.0 (2.7) 44.4 (4.8) 36.8 (4.2) 25.6 (3.5) 11.8 (2.3)
LA90 + 15 40.8 (5.5) 36.8 (4.9) 29.4 (4.1) 15.9 (2.6) 19.5 (3.4) 17.7 (3.1) 14.4 (2.7) 8.1 (2.0)
and reliability (does the algorithm produce consistent counts of number of noise events when applied to identical300
conditions?).301
Table 4 shows the mean number of noise events detected by the generalized algorithm using each of the 152302
parameter sets in Table 3 (76 open-window and 76 closed-window) in the time histories of road traffic noise generated303
by the 500 traffic flow/distance scenarios that represent the population of acoustic conditions found near roadways. It304
can be seen that the different parameter sets result in a wide variation in terms of the number of noise events detected.305
With a few parameter value combinations, almost no events are detected, whereas in other cases, up to a mean of 77306
noise events per hour are detected across the 500 scenarios. This leads to a key observation, viz that the count of307
noise events caused by road traffic can be very different depending on which detection algorithm is utilized—hence308
the importance of examining the generalized algorithm with different parameter settings.309
To have face value as a potential indicator, an algorithm needs to detect road traffic noise events for many (not310
necessarily all) of the possible traffic flow and distance scenarios. The algorithm should also result in variation in the311
number of events detected as the traffic flow and/or the distance to the road changes. These conditions are met using312
most parameter sets, as most cells of Table 4 have non-zero mean number of noise events detected per hour, and a313
high correlation (Pearson r = 0.88) is found between mean and standard deviation (not shown in Table 4) across the314
500 scenarios examined. Some parameter value combinations result in the detection of a mean number of noise events315
of 10 or less across the 500 scenarios, but many combinations result in means of 20 to 60 events per hour. Low mean316
values tend to be associated with low standard variation in the number of noise events detected, and means greater than317
about 20 events with standard deviations of 20 to 80 events. Therefore, it seems reasonable to suggest that indicators318
should detect a mean number of noise events, across all 500 traffic and distance scenarios, of at least 20 events per319
hour. Note that this criterion is applied to the mean number of noise events detected across all 500 scenarios which320
covered the traffic and distance values as shown in Figure 2. Algorithm parameter sets excluded based on this criterion321
are shaded in red in Table 4. Notably, over 60 % of the closed-window algorithm parameter sets are excluded, as are322
all parameter combinations that employ a 30 s minimum gap between successive events (other than the 3 dB(A) and323
5 dB(A) exceedances above LAeq).324
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4.2. Reliability325
The reliability of an algorithm can be assessed by examining the variation in the number of noise events detected326
across the 30 replications of the one-hour simulations for each scenario. The numbers in parentheses in each cell of327
Table 4 show the standard deviation in the number of noise events detected in the replications, pooled across the 500328
scenarios. The standard deviations range from 0.3 events to 9.4 events across all algorithm parameter sets. As an329
initial cut, a standard deviation of less than 5.0 is suggested as being sufficiently reliable for practical measurement of330
the number of noise events (for a standard deviation of 5.0, some 90 % of replicated event detections would be within331
±8 events of the true value; for a standard deviation of 3.0, some 90 % of replicated event detections would be within332
±5 events). In Table 4, those parameter sets that result in event counts regarded as unreliable are shown with blue333
shading. Notably, this has resulted in exclusion of near 40 % of the adaptive-threshold parameter sets. Note that, as334
the range of scenarios considered is the same for all algorithm parameter sets, performing the analysis on the basis of335
the relative variability rather than the standard deviation would have resulted in the same ordering of the algorithm336
parameter sets in terms of their reliability.337
Validity and reliability criteria filter out 107 of the potential algorithm parameter sets. Table 4 shows, in the338
unshaded cells, the 45 prospective algorithm parameter sets that remain for further consideration (27 open-window,339
18 closed-window).340
5. Algorithm parameter set reduction341
5.1. Clustering of algorithm parameter sets342
Given the systematic variation of parameter values in the formulation of the generalized algorithm, it can be343
expected that subsets of these will still exhibit considerable redundancy in their counts of noise events. To explore344
this, a statistical data reduction procedure may be applied to identify a smaller, more manageable, subset of the 45345
valid and reliable algorithm parameter sets carried forward.346
However, the variation in the number of events detected by different algorithm formulations in Table 4 is not347
always intuitive, as varying the parameters of the generalized algorithm can sometimes have complex effects on event348
detection. An overview of this complexity is illustrated graphically in Figure 4 which shows scatterplots of the number349
of events detected by the generalized algorithm applied with pairs of parameter sets in a random sample of ten of the350
45 parameter sets. Each dot in the scatterplots represents one of the 500 scenarios modelled. Figure 4 is not intended351
for detailed examination of the relationship between variables, or of the number of noise events detected by them.352
However, the matrix does allow the observation that the relationships between the number of events detected by the353
different algorithm formulations across the 500 scenarios are, for the most part, elaborate and non-linear. This is an354
important observation, as the absence of linearity influences the procedures appropriate to reduce redundancy.355
As many of the algorithm parameter sets result in non-linear inter-relationships between the number of noise events356
detected, examining redundancy using bivariate correlations was not possible. Principal component analysis also357
requires linearity between variables. Instead, the Categorical Principal Component Analysis (CATPCA) procedure358
implemented in SPSS 25 was utilized, as it allows data reduction between variables with non-linear relationships. The359
data set analyzed consisted of the number of noise events returned from the generalized algorithm applied, with all360
45 selected parameter sets, to each of the 500 traffic/distance scenarios. A two-dimension solution of the CATPCA361
analysis explained 81.7 % of the total variance in the variables, and the component loadings of the 45 parameter sets362
(Varimax rotated) on these dimensions are shown in Figure 5(a). Seven clusters of parameter sets that have similar363
loadings on both dimensions are identified by broken circles in Figure 5(a). The parameter sets that constitute the364
seven clusters are listed in Table 5.365
5.2. Relationships between parameter sets within clusters366
The nature of the CATPCA analysis is that each cluster will encompass much of the redundancy between parameter367
sets. Bivariate scatterplots can then be used to examine selected relationships between parameter sets within clusters,368
particularly between similar parameter sets differentiated by just one dimension in their formulation, e.g. open vs369
closed windows, different minimum gap between successive events, and different exceedance thresholds. Several370
of these relationships are discussed below, and provide useful insight into the effects of varying parameters in the371
generalized noise event detection algorithm.372
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Figure 4: Scatterplot matrix of the number of noise events detected by the generalized noise event detection algorithm, for 10 parameter sets,
selected randomly out of the 45 parameter sets shown unshaded in Table 4. Each of the 500 dots in each panel represents a single scenario. Both
x and y axes in each plot denote the number of noise events detected by the generalized algorithm with the respective parameter set, but the scale











































Dimension 1 Dimension 1
(b)(a)
Figure 5: Varimax rotated component loadings on two dimensions from the CATPCA analysis, on the basis of (a) the 45 selected parameter sets
as presented in Table 4 (non-shaded), and (b) the seven parameter sets chosen as representative of those in the clusters, as show in panel (a) with a
blue circle.
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Table 5: The parameter sets that constitute the seven clusters as shown in Figure 5. The prototype parameter sets selected to represent the others
within a cluster are shown in bold.
Cluster Parameter sets
1 T50E00G05OP, T50E00G03OP
2 T55E00G05OP, L90E05G10OP, L90E03G10OP, T55E00G10OP, T55E00G03OP
3 L50E10G05OP, L50E15G03OP, L90E15G10OP, L90E15G05OP, L50E10G10OP,
L50E10G03OP, T60E00G10OP, L90E10G10OP
4 LEQE03G30OP, T60E00G05OP, L90E03G10CL, T60E00G03OP, L50E05G10OP,
LEQE05G30OP
5 L50E03G05CL, L50E05G05CL, L50E05G10CL, LEQE05G10CL, L50E03G10OP,
L50E03G10CL, L50E10G03CL, L50E10G05CL, L90E05G10CL, T45E00G10CL,
T65E00G10OP
6 T65E00G05OP, L90E10G03CL, L90E10G05CL, L90E10G10CL, T45E00G05CL,
T45E00G03CL, T65E00G03OP
7 T70E00G05OP, T50E00G05CL, T50E00G03CL, T70E00G03OP, T55E00G03CL,
T75E00G03OP
5.2.1. Open-window vs closed-window373
Clusters 5 to 7 in Table 5 include parameter sets that employ a fixed threshold, for both open and closed window374
conditions. Given the 20 dB(A) difference between open and closed windows used in the modelling, it is unsurprising375
that the 45, 50 and 55 dB(A) closed-window fixed-threshold cases are found to have strong linear relationships with the376
65, 70 and 75 dB(A) open-window fixed-threshold cases respectively, and thus do not provide information dissociated377
from that generated by open-window cases. Given that none of the other (60 to 75 dB(A) fixed-threshold) closed-378
window parameter sets result in an algorithm that produces sufficient counts to be used as noise event indicator379
(Table 4), the consequence is that fixed-threshold parameter sets under closed-window conditions do not need to be380
considered further for potential road traffic noise event indicators. However, adaptive-threshold parameter sets, based381
on LA50 and LA90 under closed window conditions, remain as candidates.382
5.2.2. Effect of time gaps between successive events383
Each cluster in Table 5 includes parameter sets that differ in formulation only in terms of the minimum time gap384
between successive events. Figure 6, panels (a) and (b), shows scatterplots of the number of events detected using the385
open-window 55 dB(A) fixed-threshold parameter sets with three different minimum time gaps. As could be expected,386
increasing the minimum gap between successive events results in fewer events being detected, with T55E00G03OP387
detecting more events than T55E00G05OP, and both in turn detecting more than T55E00G10OP. Figure 6 shows388
that, while pairs of these parameter sets are strongly related, the longer gap is also associated with some drop-out in389
event detection for some traffic and distance scenarios, resulting in a smaller number of noise events. Fixed-threshold390
parameter sets at other levels produced similar results, as did adaptive-threshold parameter sets based on LA50 and391
LA90, though with the drop-out occurring at high numbers of events, as shown in Figure 6, panels (c) and (d). This392
means that, for otherwise similarly formulated parameter sets, different time gaps will tend to produce different, but393
correlated, numbers of noise events. Redundancy in the parameter sets considered can thus be reduced, where there394
are similar parameter sets differentiated by time gap, by utilizing just one of the time gaps.395
5.2.3. Effect of emergence requirements in adaptive threshold parameter sets396
An example of the effect of increasing the emergence required above an adaptive threshold is illustrated in Figure 7,397
which shows the number of noise events detected by the generalized algorithm using three different closed-window398
parameter sets, differentiated only by different emergences of 3, 5 or 10 dB(A) above LA50. As could be anticipated,399
the greater the required emergence, the fewer noise events are detected—but, again, the counts of events using the400
different parameter sets are related. The spread of the number of noise events detected also increases as the emergence401
increases, becoming quite large for higher numbers of events. Redundancy in the parameter sets considered can thus402
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Figure 6: Scatterplots illustrating the largely linear relationships between the number of noise events detected using the generalized algorithm
with (a) the open-window 55 dB(A) fixed-threshold parameter sets with minimum time gaps of 3 and 5 s between events, (b) the open-window
55 dB(A) fixed-threshold parameter sets with minimum time gaps of 3 and 10 s between events, (c) the closed-window 3 dB(A) emergence above
LA50 parameter sets with minimum time gaps of 5 and 10 s between events, and (d) the closed-window 10 dB(A) emergence above LA90 parameter
sets with minimum time gaps of 5 and 10 s between events.
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Figure 7: Scatterplots illustrating the relationships between the number of noise events detected using the generalized algorithm with the closed-
window adaptive-threshold parameter sets with minimum time gap of 5 s between events, and with (a) exceedance of 3 and 5 dB(A) above LA50,
and (b) exceedance of 3 and 10 dB(A) above LA50.
be reduced, where there are similar parameter sets differentiated by emergence, by utilizing just one of the emergence403
levels.404
5.2.4. Relationships between other parameter sets within clusters405
Figure 8 shows the relationships between the number of noise events detected by the generalized algorithm us-406
ing various other pairs of parameter sets from within the same clusters. This includes between fixed-threshold and407
adaptive-threshold parameter sets, and between adaptive-threshold parameter sets that use different noise indicators as408
thresholds. From the 500 data points on each of the plots in Figure 8 (each representing one traffic/distance scenario)409
it can be seen that the number of noise events detected can be very different for different parameter sets, and that the410
patterns tend to be different with each pair—some with considerable scatter and with many outliers. The patterns in411
each of the six plots in Figure 8 confirm that there is a discernible relationship between most of the pairs of parameter412
sets shown, and of sufficient strength of association to explain why the CATPCA analysis allocated each of the pairs413
to the same cluster of variables.414
5.3. Selection of representative parameter sets415
Based on the examination in Section 5.2 of the relationships between parameter sets within the seven clusters, a416
single parameter set has been selected as representative of those in each cluster. These parameter sets are shown in417
bold type in Table 5. The choice of representative parameter sets was based on the following: open-window fixed-418
threshold parameter sets were chosen over closed-window fixed-threshold parameter sets; parameter sets using a 5 s419
minimum time gap between successive events were retained in favor of those using longer or shorter time gaps within420
the same cluster; adaptive-threshold parameter sets with the smallest emergence were chosen above those with larger421
emergence threshold; and finally, where choice still remained, the type of parameter set most commonly represented422
within the cluster was selected—or in the case of Cluster 4, the type of parameter set (emergence above an adaptive423
threshold based on LAeq) not included in any other cluster. We emphasize that any of the other parameter sets within424
each cluster in Figure 5 and Table 5 (some of which have been used by others in previous studies) could, equally, have425
been nominated as the cluster representative.426
This data reduction to seven prototype parameter sets does not imply that the other parameter sets in Table 5427
are not appropriate to use in future practice: they still meet the requirements of valid and reliable measures of noise428
events. Note again that determination of the best algorithm to utilize for event counting will eventually have to be429
based on studies on human perception of events. For example, while the choice for a 5 s minimum time gap may430
seem arbitrary, the number of noise events, as detected with an algorithm employing a particular minimum time gap,431
could subsequently be increased/decreased if this is suggested from human-response studies, by the use of a detection432
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Figure 8: Scatterplots illustrating the relationships between the number of noise events detected by the generalized algorithm using pairs of

































Figure 9: Varimax rotated component loadings on two dimensions from the CATPCA analysis for the seven representative parameter sets, the same
as in Figure 5, but with three supplementary scenario variables (total traffic flow Q, percentage of heavy vehicles %H, and distance d to the road)
and two supplementary acoustic variables (energy-equivalent level LAeq and standard deviation σ of the sound level outside the dwelling), also
loaded on the two-dimension solution.
algorithm with longer/shorter time gap. This data reduction to a smaller set has only been done to generate a more433
manageable number of parameter sets for the generalized noise event detection algorithm, which could be used for434
later analysis of acoustic conditions under which noise event measures may be useful.435
It is possible to examine this set of representative parameter sets further, by running the CATPCA procedure again,436
using only the seven representative parameter sets. The outcome is the two dimension solution, Varimax rotated,437
shown in Figure 5(b). The two dimensions account for 84.9 % of the total variance in the seven variables, which are438
widely separated on the two dimensions of Figure 5. By including supplementary variables, some interpretation of the439
two dimensions of the CATPCA solution can be provided. Figure 9 shows the CATPCA solution in which three traffic440
and sound propagation variables (total traffic flow Q, percentage of heavy vehicles %H, and distance d to the road) and441
two acoustic variables (energy-equivalent level LAeq and standard deviation σ of the sound level outside the dwelling)442
were included as supplementary variables (these do not enter the analysis itself but only facilitate interpretation). From443
Figure 9, Dimension 1 can be interpreted as the overall level of the road traffic noise, because LAeq (the outside energy444
equivalent sound level) loads highly on that dimension. Dimension 2 is orthogonal to Dimension 1 and thus largely445
unrelated to the overall sound level. However, the standard deviation σ of the sound level outside the dwelling, loads446
reasonably high on it. This second dimension can therefore be partially interpreted as the variability of the sound level447
outside the dwelling caused by traffic. Interpretation of the two dimensions in terms of road traffic parameters and448
distance conditions is not so straightforward, with each of the variables Q, %H and d loading on both dimensions,449
though d does load predominantly, and as would be expected, negatively, on Dimension 1—the overall level of road450
traffic noise.451
The interpretation of the two dimensions in Figure 9 facilitates interpretation of the various clusters of event-452
detection parameter sets. Clusters 1 and 2 (represented by the 50 and 55 dB(A) fixed-threshold parameter sets, open453
window) are associated with higher variability of the road traffic noise signal than they are with the overall level of454
traffic noise. Clusters 5, 6 and 7 (represented by the LA50 + 3 dB(A) adaptive-threshold, closed window, and the 65455
and 70 dB(A) fixed-threshold parameter sets, open windows) are associated with high overall levels rather than the456
variability of the signal. Clusters 3 and 4 (both represented by adaptive-threshold parameter sets) are interim between457
these, being associated with both level and variability of the road traffic noise signal. Broadly, this suggests that the458
number of noise events detected by using different parameter sets is differentially associated with overall level of the459
traffic noise and with the variability of the road traffic signal. Figure 10, which shows the number of noise events460
per hour detected using each of the seven representative parameter sets, as a function of traffic demand and distance461
to the roadway, reflects this finding: the traffic demand range in which the detected number of noise events varies462
more or less linearly with the traffic demand gradually shifts to higher values, from cluster 1 to cluster 7. At any463
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particular distance from a roadway, the level of the road traffic noise will increase monotonically as the traffic flow464
increases. However, the variability of a traffic noise signal will initially increase as traffic flow increases from zero, but465
then decrease at the higher flow rates—the troughs between successive peaks in the traffic noise signal fill in, hence466
resulting in lower variability. By contrast, both level and variability of a traffic noise signal decrease with increasing467
distance from the roadway. These complex interactions between level and variability of the road traffic noise signal468
suggest that a detailed analysis of the behaviour of different noise event detection models across the population of469
acoustic conditions near roadways will be necessary.470
6. Conclusions471
This paper has explored a generalized algorithm to detect noise events in the time history of the sound level472
caused by road traffic streams. This generalized algorithm was rigorously developed from the literature, and is based473
on fixed thresholds or on emergence above adaptive thresholds of LAeq, LA50 and LA90. Threshold level, emergence,474
and minimum time gap between successive events were varied. This resulted in 76 different noise event detection475
protocols, applicable to both window-open and window-closed conditions. These parameter value combinations were476
systematically applied to detect events in simulated time histories of road traffic noise across a population of acoustic477
conditions found near roadways; 500 different scenarios were considered with varying traffic flow, vehicle mix, speed478
limit and distance to the roadway.479
An appropriate parameter set for the noise event detection algorithm will eventually have to be selected through480
human effects research by examining if, and which, noise event measures of a road traffic noise signal correlate best481
with human response to that signal. However, any method used to detect and count the events in road traffic noise must482
first produce stable estimates of the number of events, and should vary sensibly as the traffic and distance conditions483
change. It was shown that the number of noise events detected in the time history of the sound level caused by road484
traffic is highly dependent on the parameters utilized—justifying a study of this nature into alternative formulations485
of detection algorithms as a step towards identification of appropriate algorithm(s) which use could eventually be486
standardized.487
About 20 % of the detection parameter sets resulted in an unreliable algorithm, resulting in different numbers of488
events counted for traffic noise signals that are generated by identical traffic and propagation conditions. Such unstable489
measures would not be suitable for use as limit criteria. It was also found that approximately 50 % of the parameter490
sets did not give rise to an algorithm that results in a reasonable range of numbers of noise events when applied491
across all acoustic conditions. Excluding these, 45 reliable and functional variations on the generalized exceedance492
algorithm remained. Subsequent application of dimension-reduction procedures to reduce redundancy between these493
identified seven that were representative of the original set. The numbers of noise events detected with the generalized494
algorithm through the application of several of these parameter sets were found to be associated with the overall495
road traffic noise level, whereas other parameter sets were associated more with the variability of the road traffic496
noise. This small number of noise event detection parameter sets parsimoniously represents the large number of497
possible exceedance indicators developed from those described in literature, but has been compiled without the loss498
of information that could occur through arbitrary discard of any particular detection formulation. The identification499
of this small subset of parameter value combinations of a generalized noise event detection algorithm is an important500
step towards further work to evaluate the acoustic conditions under which event counting in road traffic noise signals501
may be appropriate.502
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